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Abstract: Due to the decrease of sensor and actuator prices and their ease of installation, smart homes
and smart environments are more and more exploited in automation and health applications. In these
applications, activity recognition has an important place. This article presents a general architecture
that is responsible for adapting automation for the different users of the smart home while recognizing
their activities. For that, semi-supervised learning algorithms and Markov-based models are used
to determine the preferences of the user considering a combination of: (1) observations of the data
that have been acquired since the start of the experiment and (2) feedback of the users on decisions
that have been taken by the automation. We present preliminarily simulated experimental results
regarding the determination of preferences for a user.
Keywords: smart homes; user-centered decision making; Markov decision process

1. Introduction
Research on smart homes and on ambient-assisted living has grown these last years. This is due
mainly to the low price of sensors and actuators and their facility of installation. This brought some new
applications, using data mining techniques, to improve the way of responding of automation systems.
An application appeared these last year with the evolution of the population in developed
countries. The augmentation of quality of life and of the capacity of the medicine made people live
longer. However, problems appear when the person starts losing autonomy. Lots of research nowadays
concentrate on the use of ambient assisted living architectures to monitor elderly people at home. This
is done using, for instance, activity recognition to evaluate the performances of Activities of Daily
Living (ADL).
Added to this work, quality of life of the elderly people in their home can also be improved
by helping them in their daily life, using automation systems. However, elderly people can quickly
be bothered by the technology. To be usable, especially by this very demanding population, the
automation has to be adapted to the user and to his/her way of living. Human feedback or signals of
their level of satisfaction are important sources of information for adaptive and personalized systems.
Most existing studies in adaptive systems and smart environments concentrate on user
independent approaches. In such applications, it is expected that the system takes into account
the variety of users (with different ages, preferences and needs, etc.). Thus, we are interested in this
work in a user dependent approach. For personalized adaptive systems in multi-user applications,
it is difficult to manually predict the adaptive knowledge for all possible situations. Furthermore, in
certain scenarios, it is practically impossible for the designer to define the needed knowledge (adaptive
knowledge considering the different possible situations and the different users’ preferences) that
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covers all possible user profiles and suits all possible situations. For this reason, we argue that such
knowledge including users’ preferences (represented in a reward function) can be learned through
analyzing the history of interactions. The proposed approach works under the assumption that users
can provide positive and negative feedback regarding the system actions. The user feedback can be
collected from facial expressions, gestures, vocal expressions, etc.
To address the decision making process, we propose to implement a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) in which the set of states of the MDP represents low level information such as sensor
readings and high level information such as detected currently performed activities (determined by a
classification algorithm) and the users’ updated profiles. The MDP calculated policy will be responsible
of choosing the best action knowing the current state. We argue in this work that approaches that detect
the relevance of each situation attribute (environment and user profile attributes) for each possible
action learn faster than those that does not detect such relevance. This helps in generalizing the reward
function and allows the system to adapt to new situations (e.g., with new users), and more importantly
helps in decreasing the complexity of convergence to an optimal adaptive policy.
The major contribution of this work is to create such a system. It will gather user inputs (feedback),
sensor readings from the environment, and knowledge from previous interactions. The sensor readings
can be used by both an activity recognition system to create higher level information and by an adaptive
decision process updating its reward function. From all this information, we expect to build an enough
representative knowledge that will allow the system to adapt to its users’ preferences.
The organization of this article is as follows. First, Section 2 will be devoted to the state-of-the-art
of smart homes, activity recognition and user feedback in smart environments. Then, in Section 3,
the description of the adaptive and personalized smart home system will be presented. In Section 4,
preliminary results concerning the determination of preferences for the users will be introduced.
Section 5 will present the future work and a description of an on-going experiments in our living lab
to reinforce the first results. Finally, Section 6 will conclude this article.
2. State-of-the-Art
2.1. Smart Homes
In the 1970s, the use of actuators in homes for automation started to appear. This idea has grown
over the years and the technologies were more and more developed. These systems use their own bus
or wireless connection for a full installation. They can also use advanced technologies such as energy
harvesting for transmission efficiency and simplicity of use.
Later, in the 1990s, the idea of adding sensing technologies to these systems has been explored, to
create what we now call “Smart Homes”. The evolution is that the analysis of the sensor measurements
are made to create a more adapted behavior of the automation. It is the concept of Ambient Assisted
Living. The use of these sensing technologies can have different applications [1]. The first is for health,
using the measurement to infer the well-being of the person; the second is the energy efficiency, with the
use of the data to regulate the energy consumption of the house with the most possible accuracy; and the
third is security of the materials and of the person inside. For these applications, a large set of sensors
could be used and lots of projects include different sensors and the appropriate processing on their data.
It includes now smart objects (in IoT context) [2]. An international selection of leading smart home
projects is presented by [3], as well as the associated technologies of wearable/implantable monitoring
systems. Another state-of-the-art article concentrated on the utilized techniques in smart homes [4].
The article presents projects using audio-based, video-based, audio-visual-based, sensor-based and
multi-modal-based techniques for smart home activity detection methods.
A very rich analysis of the existing work in smart homes including a study of a classification
criteria for more than 154 publications is presented in [5]. The classification yields four main
clusters regarding four aspects; the financial aspect with a market and financial analysis, the
service specification and service design aspect, the organizational aspect as in partnerships and
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commercialization, and finally the technological aspect as in design, middle-ware, architecture, smart
technologies, application areas, etc.
Another article presents smart homes’ projects regarding comfort, health-care and security [6].
They summarized, in an interesting table, the taxonomy of home and user monitoring equipment
and devices in current and past projects. Another summary table lists currently used methods
and algorithms.
In [7], an analysis of literature reviews on smart homes and their users through three themes
is presented: (1) functional, instrumental and socio-technical view of the smart home; (2) users and
prospective users and their abilities to interact and use the technologies in the home; (3) hardware,
software, design and domestication challenges for realizing a smart home. Regarding the second
point, the authors reveal, through their analysis, a notable absence of user-focused research: the
characteristics of prospective smart home users; how they might interact with the smart home through
its technologies; and how the conceptualizations of the home and its technology can affect the usability
and acceptability.
An important application of Smart Home technologies, in addition to their use in health or safety
applications, is the comfort improvement. Visher [8] defines the comfort with a pyramid and three
different levels to measure/improve it. The first one, the basis of the triangle, is Physical Comfort.
It is the basis for habitability. It is assured by responsible building design and operation, as well as
by setting and meeting standards of health and safety. What is in line here is the temperature, level
of noise, air quality, security of the construction, etc. The second one is the functional comfort that
addresses the way the installation helps the user to live his/her life. Finally, the last level, at the
top of the pyramid, is the psychological comfort. [9] presents it saying that it “relates to human needs
and lifestyles. This comfort is more related to the conditions of integration of technology with space for better
compatibility with a user’s everyday life; here, technology push is replaced by a user center approach.” This
last article revisits the works about smart homes with the view of this pyramid and with what it can
bring as comfort to the person. The final goal of our work is to address the psychological comfort by
improving the user experience in his/her own home.
Another trending topic that we could add to this state-of-the-art is assistive robotics to complete
the smart home experience. According to [3], assistive robotics is now considered as a component
of large smart home environments. Robots provide useful services and act as companions to ease
the burden of social isolation. The authors discuss the two principal research directions in robotics:
task-oriented robots and interaction-oriented robots. Several robotic projects are discussed in this
review including robots to assist the elderly, the disabled, and children: navigation chair systems,
cooperating arms, Nursebots, rehabilitation assistants, and entertainment robots. In [10], the authors
present a review of the current works that are related to the use of these assistant robots for elderly
people that have to cope with dementia.
In this paper, we concentrate on adaptive smart homes and the users’ possibilities to interact with
them. As we show later in this section, recent research exploits user feedback and interactions with
the smart home to increase its intelligence. Our goal is to go further to improve user experience in
multi-inhabitant smart homes.
2.2. Activity Recognition
Activity recognition is a topic of interest for automation and health applications in smart homes.
It can be used for different applications. One of them is to adapt automation of the home to the
circumstances of the command that is perpetrated. For instance, turning on the light can be done
differently if it is to wake up the person in the morning or if it is to give the person some more light for
cooking when the outside luminosity has decreased too much.
A relatively complete state-of-the-art of activity recognition can be found in [11]. It also lists the
datasets that have been acquired to work on this topic and to create models of activity.
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Activity recognition is generally done using supervised classification algorithms. However, two types
of algorithms can be found to perform this task:
•

•

Offline classification algorithms, such as K-Nearest-Neighbors (K-NN) [12], Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) [13] , Decision Trees (DTs) [14] or Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [15]. These
algorithms rely on the creation of “frames” of data of a chosen length that will try to find the
closest example(s) in the database for a test frame. These algorithms are based only on statistical
evaluation of the dispersion of the data in a given space. Using ontologies, [16] defines the context
and the Activities of Daily Living for a further recognition with rules-based algorithms.
Sequential algorithms, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [17], Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) [18] or also Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) [19]. Those methods add to the previously
cited algorithms a notion of dependence between the different events of the frame or of the activity.
This allows to identify spatio-temporal relationships between the data that are totally absent in the
classical methods. HMMs have been, for a long time, a reference method for activity recognition.

For all these algorithms, the conception of a dataset that is annotated is mandatory to obtain the
models of each activity and to be able to test the performances. In the results that are obtained, the
models are relatively generic as they are not dependent of the person performing the activity. However,
they could depend on the sensors that are present in the environment and their disposition. To perform
the classification, one important step is to compute some relevant “features” (statistics on the signal
that allow for differentiation of the activities and that are common between realizations of the same
activity). Depending on the setup and on the set of sensors of the smart home, this step has to be
adapted, and the features will differ.
Another problem of activity recognition is being able to perfectly separate the different activities.
The problem is addressed in [20] in which the authors use a first step of clustering before classification
of activities. Considering another approach, in [19], we decided to create another class (unknown
class), in which we aim to put all the transitions between activities and also overlap the activities. This,
as a consequence, will decrease the performance of classification as some samples of this new class
will partly contain ones of each of the other classes.
Finally, another approach consists in using adaptive and online learning algorithms (such as an
adapted version of SVM) to classify each firing of sensors. Considering the last firings with a weighting
factor, we give less importance to events that occurred a long time ago. This approach has been tested
in [21].
These works show that there is a huge dependency on the setup and on the type of used sensors.
Rashidi et al. [22] propose using a mining algorithm called an Activity Adaptation Miner (AAM) along
with guidance-based learning and observation-based learning. This proposition forms reinforcement
learning to discover changes in previous automated activities and adapt to user advice.
2.3. User Feedback for Smarter Homes
An important aspect of smart home research concentrates on the users’ well-being and level
of comfort. Smart homes should be able to understand the needs of their occupants (users) and
adapt/personalize the decisions accordingly. However, instead of manually defining and updating
users’ preferences, a smart system can use the feedback to update their preferences automatically and
learn how to adapt to them.
Intelligent environments adapt their behavior to satisfy the users by learning patterns in their
behavior. This implies that user’s feedback should be collected either implicitly (normal operation
of standard devices like turning off the lights) or explicitly through friendly interfaces [23,24].
Interacting with smart systems should be simple, self-explaining, intuitive or even natural without
the need to educate or train users in a special way. The definition and development of intuitive user
interfaces is an ongoing search [25], however not the subject of this paper.
Human feedback is used differently, by diverse approaches, for planning processes. Some approaches
use human feedback as shaping signals to teach a system how to achieve a task. In such approaches, the
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source of the feedback is considered as an observer of the system who evaluates each of the system’s
actions [26,27] or the system’s entire policy [28]. The TAMER ( Training an Agent Manually via Evaluative
Reinforcement) framework [26] proposes a method to shape a learning robot by giving positive and
negative signals (as for a domestic dog). This method helps in training the robot to execute a task. These
approaches are not proposed to learn personal preferences nor to be used in multi-user environments
like smart home environments.
The experience feedback loop approach [29,30] uses a case-based reasoning system to choose
the best matching case to reuse. Afterwards, the user gives a priori feedback about this choice.
If the case does not work, the user can modify the case (or adds a new one) or gives negative a
posteriori feedback. A validity monitoring component collects the feedback and automatically calculates
the validity function which is used for enhancing search result presentations and for automatically
triggering maintenance for cases with insufficient validity. This approach, however, requires a complete
supervision by the user to give the a priori and a posteriori feedback and adjust the rules when needed.
Such supervision is highly unrecommended in smart home scenarios.
Another approach is proposed for autonomous learning of a user’s preference of music and light
services in smart home applications [31]. The proposed approach includes a web based platform
available through a personal computer or a personal digital assistant that has the ability to get the user’s
reward explicitly or to calculate it implicitly. The adaptive system controls automatically the music
and the lighting in the smart home by adjusting six different decisions (genre, mood, volume, pattern,
color and brightness) using 41 different actions. The state of the environment is represented with the
following attributes (current time, user activity and user location). Time is represented by 288 time
slots of 5 min a day. A function approximation technique (tile coding) is used to group neighbor states
in time and propagates evidence from a state to another. An unsupervised reinforcement learning
method (Temporal Differential) is used to learn the user’s preference dynamically from feedback and
perform the optimal actions.
An adapting mobile interaction obtrusiveness by exploiting user feedback is presented in [32].
They present a method for adapting interaction obtrusiveness automatically based on two explicit
types of feedback (reward or punishment). Instead of asking the user to redefine his preferences
about interaction obtrusiveness configurations, they learn them by means of the received feedback,
using a Q learning algorithm, in a way that maximizes user’s satisfaction in long-term use. The
paper does not represent a direct application for smart homes but for connected devices used in smart
home environments.
The CASAS (Center for Advanced Studied in Adaptive Systems) project including the CASA-U
(the CASAS User interface) [22,33] introduces an adaptive smart home system that utilizes machine
learning techniques to discover patterns in resident’s daily activities and to dynamically adapt to the
user’s explicit or implicit wishes in daily routine activities. CASAS can also adapt to the changes in
discovered patterns based on the resident implicit and explicit feedback and can automatically update
its model to reflect the changes.
Our on-going research project is very close to those presented lastly [22,31–33]. However, we are
interested in smart homes that are able to adapt to different users by learning the preference of each
of them using their individual implicit and explicit feedback and those of others. We propose in
this paper a global architecture that integrates users’ profiles to the learning and decision making
processes. In this work, we will define an attribute as an information representing a part of the state of
the environment (for instance level of brightness, temperature, etc.) or the user profile (age, gender,
habits of living, etc.). Some of the user profile attributes will be learned automatically using the activity
recognition system. For example, an attribute representing whether the person has a habit of practicing
sport frequently can be learned/updated from the readings.
Our approach is based on the automatic detection of the relevance between the learned preference
(the user x prefers watching news media while practicing inside sports) and the attributes representing
the environment (rainy day) and the user profile (practices sports frequently). Such relevance is an
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important key element for generalizing the learned adaptive behavior to new situations and unknown
users and for decreasing the complexity of convergence to an optimal adaptive policy (decreases the
size of needed dataset to reach an acceptable adaptive automation). Our work will include personalized
automation on the use of light, on the control of the temperature of the home, on the media consultation
(TV, radio, music, etc.). Our goal is to be able to use all previous interaction in addition to current
measurement in the home to adapt the controls of all of the previously mentioned actuators depending
on the profile of the current user (and also to be able to slightly update the preferences if the decision
does not fit with the user expectations).
3. Adaptive and Personalized Smart Home Behavior
3.1. Global Architecture
Figure 1 describes the different components (processes and databases) of the proposed architecture
and shows the data flow from acquisition to decision making. The architecture contains five databases
and three processes. The first database (called “raw data”), taking information from the smarthome
directly, contains all the sensors’ readings and all the profiles of the different users (the current version).
A user profile can be partially completed directly by the user and then, while processing the available
data, can be completed/updated automatically.

Figure 1. Description of the global architecture of the system, from raw value acquisition to
decision making.

The “data processing” process is responsible for three missions:
1.

activity recognition,
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detecting implicit feedback, and exporting potential preferences through analyzing each received
explicit feedback and each detected implicit feedback, and
updating users profile using the detected new habits.

The process of activity recognition analyses the sensors readings from the database to determine
an activity that is occurring in the home. The raw database is analyzed also to detect the potential
preferences represented by a set of (situation, action, feedback) triples. A potential preference is
registered when:
1.
2.

an automated action by the smart home followed by a user explicit feedback is encountered, and
when implicit feedback is encountered (a change of an actuator value by the user him/herself).

Those mentioned processes will fill two databases called “potential preferences” and “detected
activities”. These databases will be the entry for the data mining and learning processes that are
responsible for updating the learned reward function of the Markov Decision Process. During this
learning process, the learned reward function is generalized to cover unknown situations and new
users by determining the key attributes for each possible action. The detected important attributes
and reward functions are saved in two eponymous databases. The last process is responsible for
deciding and controlling the actuators to change the environment state using the action chosen by the
MDP policy. The components and their functionality are described in detail in the following part of
this section.
Potential preferences are registered in a database and used to learn or update the generalized
reward function (generalized adaptive rules). We use, in this work, methods of generalization that
are based on detecting important attributes for each decision (see Section 3.6). The decision making
process uses the generalized reward function to plan optimal decisions that are adaptive to the current
situation. We refer to the current situation as both the current state of the smart home and the profile
of the user that the smart home is observing at the current time.
For example, let us consider the action of turning on the light. Such an action depends on the level
of brightness in the room, which is an important attribute regarding this action. The process of learning
will detect this attribute as important with time. However, a decrease of brightness in the room could
be measured when the person is currently sleeping or when he/she is reading a book. In the first
case, it is not appropriate to turn on the light, and, in the second, it is preferred. In both cases, the
user preferences learned by analyzing his/her feedback include that, with a very low brightness, it
is preferred to turn on the light. However, through the activity recognition system, this architecture
could prevent an undesired behavior. In this work, the activity recognition output complements the
other entries of the decision process.
3.2. Description of the Installation of Sensors
Figure 2 shows a general view of our Living Lab installation. Sensors and actuators in this double
room living lab are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensors for all the possible electrical plugs of both rooms,
Light, humidity and temperature sensors at different positions of the lab, and others for
the outside,
Sensors to measure the position of the shutter, the opening/closing of the doors and of
the windows,
Infra-red sensors, positioned at strategic locations in the rooms, to know where the person is
(for activity recognition purpose, for instance),
Actuators to command the different heaters of the rooms,
Actuators to command the light (in four sets of lights distributed in the room),
Actuators to turn on/off the different electrical outlets/plugs,
Actuators to change the positions of the windows shutters,
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A sensor on the door that will, with an access card, recognize the person entering the room so that
the system can load his/her profile (if already filled).
For experimental purposes, we installed some commodities:

•
•
•
•

Table and chairs to sit comfortably,
A large smart TV to have access to different media such as music, TV, radio, YouTube channels,
Internet, etc.,
A baby foot table to play (several persons can be present in the living lab at the same time),
A smart table using Microsoft Windows to allow people to use internet, read, etc. but also to give
a feedback regarding smart home automation (see following sections).
Pictures of these installations are given by Figure 3.

Figure 2. Ambient environment of Mines Douai.

Figure 3. Installation in Mines Douai Living Lab.

3.3. Data Processing and Acquisition
The data of the different sensors and the results of the actuators’ actions are acquired wirelessly
(all the sensors are connected in a Zigbee [34] network). A Java-based software (Cleobee, V5.10,
CLEODE, Lannion, France) [35] is responsible for the acquisition of the sensors and the integration of
all the data into a MySQL database that is kept on a computer in a technical room near the living lab.
The acquisitions are centralized on only one computer by this software. The software is responsible for
receiving, ordering and time-stamping these readings; therefore, no synchronization is needed.
We construct, from these readings of sensors, what we call a Raw Data Element (RDE), which is
defined as follows.
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Definition 1. A non-exhaustive description of an RDE can be represented in the tuple
hid, type, value, timestampi, where:
•
•
•
•

id is the identifier of the RDE in the database,
type is the description of the type of the RDE,
value describes the value of the RDE,
timestamp is the timestamp describing the time that the changing of the RDE value took place.

Example 1. An RDE of the type “level of brightness” can have a value ∈ [0, 1000], an RDE of the
type “feedback” can have a value ∈ [−1, 1] and an RDE of the type “Kitchen light switch” can have a
value ∈ {on, o f f }.
The interactive table (Figure 4) has a web interface that can allow the person to perform the
following actions:
•
•
•

Check the state of the different sensors of the room and have information on the environment,
Perform actions on the room such as turn on/off lights, power outlets, etc.
Give an opinion on an action that just occurred in the room. For instance, if the smart home turns
on the lights after sensing a decrease in the ambient luminosity and the user does not agree for
some reason, he/she can notify it on the screen (thumbs up, thumbs down buttons).

Figure 4. Ambient environment of Mines Douai—a web application shown through an interactive table.

All actions performed on the table are registered as RDEs. A change in the value of any actuator
through the interactive table web application or manually is considered as explicit feedback and an
opinion feedback through the satisfaction buttons (thumbs up and down) is considered as implicit
feedback (as for vocal “yes” and “no” feedback).
Contrary to implicit feedback, explicit feedback (e.g., turning on the lights few seconds after it
was turned off by the smart home) is easier to detect because the feedback can be easily connected to
the action that causes it (the same actuator). When explicit feedback is received, a negative reward is
associated to the smart home action with the current state. However, when implicit feedback occurs,
the smart home action that causes it is not trivial to find. It is possible that different automated actions
occurred a few seconds before the reception of the implicit feedback. For this reason, in our proposal,
we work under the following assumption:
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Assumption 1. A user implicit feedback ou is received after the smart home action and is quantified
using the function V . V is a predefined value function that assigns a positive, negative or null weight for
each feedback V : Ou → [−1, 1] (for example, V(thumbs_up) = V(yes) = +1 and V(thumbs_down) =
V(no) = −1). A lack of feedback for an action can be quantified as positive, negative or null value
depending on the scenario or learned user habits. Considering the problem of the interval between the
smart home action and the user reaction, it is possible to define a function V(oi ) = h(V(o1 ), . . . , V(oi ))
using a heuristic (e.g., propagation) [26,36].
3.4. Activity Recognition
In a previous work [19], we obtained some results on two different databases [37,38] with different
methods. The results are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Overall accuracy (%) results on the two datasets with and without the Unknown class.
Table 3 of [19]. the (diff.) column represent the different between both conditions (with and without
unknown class).
SH Dataset
Model
SVM
Random Forest
MLN naive
HMM
CRF
MLN

HIS Corpus

Without Unknown

With Unknown

diff.

Without Unknown

With Unknown

diff.

75.00
82.96
79.20
74.76
85.43
82.22

71.90
80.14
76.73
72.45
83.57
78.11

3.10
2.82
2.47
2.31
1.86
4.11

74.86
70.72
75.45
77.26
75.85
75.95

64.90
62.32
66.81
67.11
69.29
65.82

9.96
8.40
8.64
10.15
6.56
10.13

Considering the available information and the different sensors that we have, we are closer to
the HIS (French Health Smarthome) dataset than the SH (Sweet-Home) dataset presented in this
publication. As a consequence, the right part of Table 1 shows us that the results between all the
methods are relatively close to each other. As we have, since this work, improved our results with
SVM, and as the implementation and the learning are largely faster than the other, we will focus on
this method for our activity recognition part.
The computed features will also be of the same kind as the ones used in the previously mentioned
publications, that is to say statistical variations of the values of the different sensors (mean, number of
firings, etc.). A study of the importance of each feature in these conditions will also be performed in
future work.
3.5. Adaptive Decision Making
Most approaches for adaptive systems use models based on probability theory and statistics,
like Markov decision models. In the literature, a hierarchical activity model (HAM) which is a
hybrid model of Markov decision processes combined with decision trees was presented for the
CASAS smart home [22]. HAM utilizes contextual information such as temporal relations, start time
distributions, duration distributions and startup triggers in order to predict and schedule automated
activities accordingly.
In the architecture shown in Figure 1, the decision making component can use any decision
process that allows the integration and the use of the learned rewards (adaptation rules). For simplicity
and generality, a classic Markov Decision Process (MDP) can be used. However, other decision
processes might be more appropriate depending on the framework properties, like, for example,
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) [39] for partially observable environments
or contextual multi-armed bandits [40] for one-step decision processes.
Formally, an MDP is represented by a tuple hS, A, T, Ri where: S is a finite set of states; A is
a finite set of agent’s actions; T is a state transition function with T (s, a, s0 ) = Pr (st = s0 |st−1 =
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s, at−1 = a) representing the probability of transitioning from state s to state s0 after doing action a,
and ∑s0 ∈S T (s, a, s0 ) = 1∀(s, a); and R is a reward function mapping S × A × S to a real number that
represents the agent’s immediate reward for making action a while being in state s and ending in state
s0 . The objective of the agent is to calculate a policy π : S → A, which assigns, for each possible state,


an optimal action that maximizes the long-term expected reward E ∑0∞ γt rt , where γ is a discount
factor and rt is the reward at time t. There are several algorithms to solve an MDP—classically Value
Iteration [41] and Policy Iteration [42]. The complexity of such algorithms is O(|S2 || A|).
We will detail the MDP model through the following example:
Example 2. The MDP state includes all needed pieces of information that are connected to the decision
process. This information is represented as a set of attributes (e.g., temperature sensor ∈ [−50, 50],
or user gender ∈ {male, f emale}) and their values. A state S can represent raw data values
(e.g., sensor values, user profile) or a high level state after data treatment (e.g., present users and
their current activities). The set of actions A represents all possible actions that can be controlled
automatically by the smart home (e.g., turn on the lights or close the shutters). The transition function
represents all possible changes in the smart home whether made by its last action a ∈ A or by
the current users. Finally, the reward function represents the expected received feedback for doing
an action a in a current situation represented in the current state s (e.g., a state representing a low
level of brightness and user is reading might probably lead to a positive feedback if the smart home
turns on the lights). After calculating the MDP policy, the latter should be able to guide the system
through actions that maximize the long-term expected rewards/feedback, satisfying, by this, the users’
learned preferences.
We note that the reward function has the same representation of a potential preference;
however, through the learning process, the attributes’ values can be generalized or described as
constraints (logical expressions) over their possible values in the reward function (e.g., user gender = *
meaning that whatever the value of this attribute the reward function can be applied).
The aim of using an MDP to plan the smart home decisions is to produce the desired adaptive
behavior according to the situation (thus personalized to the user). However, a correct MDP reward
function that represents the real expected feedback for each (state, action) couple is needed to generate
such behavior. This leads us to the problem of learning the reward function by analyzing the potential
preferences including users’ feedback, a subject that we will discuss in the following.
3.6. Learning from User Feedback
For this problem, our approach is based on the analysis of the potential preferences which
represents the users’ feedback towards the smart home actions in a defined situation. Each potential
preference is analyzed by the system to update the reward function. Our approach also generalizes
the rewards by learning the dependence between the smart home behavior and certain situation
attributes (e.g., changing the shutter position depends on the level of brightness of the room but does
not necessarily depend on the gender of the current user). This helps the system to better adapt to new
users and to new situations.
The learning process allows the system to learn a generalized reward function by analyzing the
potential preferences (user feedback over the system actions). We present briefly the Generalized
Version Space (GVS) algorithm (detailed in [43]).
The used mechanism in this algorithm is inspired from the version space generalizing and
specializing techniques. The version space [44] is a machine learning approach used for binary
classification. Its major drawback is its inability to deal with noise, which means that any detected
contradiction can cause the version space to fail in the learning process.
The GVS algorithm learns from an input set of potential preferences. The output of the algorithm
is the modified/generalized reward function. The algorithm is based on the detection of important
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attributes for each decision and uses this fact to generalize the learned reward function and therefore
permit the system to converge with a much lower number of interactions (potential preferences). An
attribute at ∈ AT is considered important for an action a if the feedback value towards a depends on
the value of at. The generalization of the learned rewards allows the system to adapt to unknown
situations (new users or un-encountered states). The architecture backs up all potential preferences
in the associated database, so there is no loss of information because of the generalization. The
potential preferences database is continuously used in the process of detecting important attributes.
The detection of important attributes is mainly triggered by the detection of a contradiction between a
newly received potential preference and the generalized rewards.
The main drawback of such algorithms is the fact that they are risky until they converge to a
correct generalization. The gain in the number of needed interactions and the risk in performance
before converging are evaluated in our simulated experiments in Section 4.
4. Preliminary Results
We present in this section some performance and convergence analysis using a the GVS algorithm
compared with a simple memorizing method without generalization (where the generalized learned
rewards are equivalent to the potential preferences). Those results are based on simulated potential
preferences (raw data and explicit feedback). In the following, we describe the procedure that we
followed and we analyze the results.
4.1. Parameters and Simulation of Situations
In the experiments, we fixed the number of attributes representing the situation and user profile
to eight attributes, and the number of actions to five. The number of possible values for each attribute
was defined randomly between two and five values.
4.2. Simulation of Potential Preferences
A potential preference consists of a current state, an action and feedback. To simulate potential
preferences, we simulated current states by giving a random value for each of the eight attributes,
respecting the number of values of each of them defined in the parameters. To simulate the user
feedback, we used some predefined rules of preference. The predefined rules were generated
randomly based on a random number of important attributes for each action (between one and
three). The selected important attributes were later compared with the detected important attributes
by the algorithms.
Each simulated potential preference was based on a randomly chosen simulated current state.
The MDP policy is called to choose the best system action. Then, the predefined rules of preference
are used to simulate the user feedback over the MDP action. A predefined rule concerning the action
a is applicable in a situation if the important attribute values of the rule have the same values in the
randomly generated situation.
To balance between exploitation and the exploration during action selection, we followed the
epsilon greedy method with e = 10. This means that with a 90% chance, the algorithms chose the best
MDP action knowing the current reward function; however, with a 10% chance, a random action is
chosen. Such behavior helps in exploring eventually a global minima instead of exploiting in a local
minima [45].
4.3. Procedure
The procedure of evaluation is a loop of the following:
1.
2.
3.

Re/Calculate the MDP policy.
Generate n potential preferences.
Evaluate the actions in the n potential preferences by counting the number of actions followed by
a negative feedback called negative actions.
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Learn/Generalize and update the MDP reward function using the n new potential preferences.
Repeat from step 1 until reaching max number of traces.

In the presented experiments, we set n = 100 and max = 10,000, which results in 10,000/100 = 100
epochs of the previously mentioned five-step loop.
4.4. Convergence Results
We present a convergence analysis of the GVS algorithm compared with a simple one with no
generalization algorithm. First, we analyze some results of simulated data using an epoch greedy
mechanism with e = 10.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Simulated results comparing the GVS algorithm with a simple method using an epsilon
greedy mechanism with e = 10 in the action selection process. (a) the number of negative actions in
each epoch; (b) the standard deviation between the number of times each action was used during
an epoch.

The upper schema of Figure 5 shows that the algorithm with generalization converges optimally
after nine epochs (900 simulated potential preferences). However, the simple algorithm does not
converge before 1000 epochs. It is important to mention that the randomly chosen parameters of this
experiment led to a state space of 1944 possible states. The figure shows the number of negative actions
(actions chosen by the algorithm and leads to a negative feedback given by the predefined rules of
preferences). The number of negative actions is counted after generating the n potential preferences
(step 3 in the procedure) where the learned rewards from the previous loop are used to generate the
actions. The second graph of Figure 5 shows the standard deviation for the number of times each of the
five actions were used. The value of this standard deviation demonstrates that different actions can be
selected by the algorithms (and not always the same action). In the first few epochs, the algorithm with
generalization generates a high standard deviation because it selects the same “with low risk” action
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most of the time. However, through learning and exploring (epoch greedy), the standard deviation
decreases because other actions were found to be more advantageous.
Regarding the detection of the important attributes, the GVS was able to detect 100% of the
important attributes. The random procedure to generate the experiments attributes chose two
important attributes for the first and second actions, three important attributes for the third and
fourth actions, and one important attribute for the fifth action.
Results of a second simulated experiment are shown in Figure 6. In this experiment, we test
the capacity of the algorithm to deal with ambiguity in user feedback. During the simulation of
potential preferences, we reversed the user feedback (negative if positive, positive if negative) with
a probability of 3%. Results shows that the GVS algorithm converges faster than the simple one;
however, as expected, it does not reach an optimal convergence (the predefined rules of preferences can
not be regenerated through experience because of the ambiguity/noise in user feedback). The standard
deviation analysis shows that, even with ambiguity in user feedback, the algorithm continues to choose
interesting actions instead of repeating non-risky ones.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Simulated results comparing the GVS algorithm with a simple method using an epsilon
greedy mechanism with e = 10 in the action selection process and with an ambiguity of 3% in users
feedback. (a) the number of negative actions in each epoch; (b) the standard deviation between the
number of times each action was used during an epoch.

These results prove the interest of detecting important attributes in the interaction situation for a
better and faster adaptation. In previous work, a complexity and convergence analysis is presented for
the GVS algorithm, in addition to a real experiment that proved the applicability of this algorithm for
an adaptive and personalized behavior of a companion robot [43].
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5. Future Orientations
5.1. Learning and Adaptation
In future work, we would like to automatically update/complete users’ profiles by analyzing
the interaction experiences and activity recognition component of our architecture. Such recognition
permits the system to detect a change in users’ habits (e.g., a user starts watching more TV). The update
can be made automatically to the user profile (with/without his approval) and will permit an
adaptation of the smart home decision to any change in users’ habits. Such detection might also trigger
other actions (e.g., report change of habit or anomaly to the caregiver in elderly care smart homes).
We have proven in our experiments that the detection of the important attributes helps the
learning process to converge faster for personalized decision making in multi-user environments.
Other approaches based on supervised and semi-supervised classification can also be applied. However,
it is interesting to test their capacities with noisy information (ambiguity in the users feedback).
Current state-of-the-art approaches using user feedback lacks consideration for personalized
behavior considering users’ profile. The Cobot chat system proposed in [46] concentrates on adaptive
behavior in multi-user environments using reinforcement learning. However, as the authors argue in
their paper, the problem of learning from multi-users (not experts) feedback has certain properties,
mainly that users have different characters, and, depending on their characters and the application
itself, they tend to respond in rewarding or only penalizing feedback.
We are currently concentrating on studying the effectiveness of our proposed generalized
algorithm in different framework structures (sequential long horizon planning and one-step decisions,
penalizing or rewarding user characters, etc.) and comparing with the effectiveness of other methods
as contextual bandit algorithms and decision tree based algorithms in each framework property.
5.2. Experimental Design
We are currently running preliminary experiments in the smart home with volunteer users.
The objective of these experiments is to test the capacity of our proposed architecture to use users
feedback and learn their preferences.
We focus in a first experiment on testing the wellbeing and the satisfaction of users regarding the
level of brightness and the temperature of the room, the shutter positions, and proposed media (TV
shows and radio) by using the list of sensors mentioned in Section 3.2 in addition to the identified user
profile. In the experiments, we use explicit and implicit feedback through voice recognition, the web
application on the interactive table and the detected direct actions of the user (e.g., user turning on or
off the lights).
A first phase in the experiment will be essentially used to generate the raw data, in which the
smart home will be mostly passive and will observe the explicit actions of the users. It will also be the
moment at which we will be able to create the models of activities adapted to the environment that
we have.
In a second phase, the potential preferences from the raw data collected in the first phase will be
used to learn a generalized reward function (using the GVS algorithm), and the smart home will be
more active while observing the users’ implicit feedback and explicit actions to update the learned
reward function. Users of the second phase will be asked to fill out a satisfaction questionnaire based
on a Likert scale that analyzes their level of satisfaction towards the automatic behavior of the smart
home and their opinion towards the way they interact with the smart home.
6. Conclusions
We presented in this paper a general description of existing research studies regarding smart
homes in general and especially those that exploit user feedback to better adapt their behavior. We
focus our interest on smart homes that are able to personalize their behavior (ambient intelligence) to
the current users in multi-user environments. Such problems incite representing users by their profiles.
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For the moment, our propositions can adapt to a user profile but does not handle several profiles at the
same time.
We proposed a general architecture that describes the flow of information from data acquisition to
decision making. Our approach is based on the fact that users’ feedback is a rich source of information
to learn to better adapt in the future. We presented our approaches for activity recognition (based on
SVM) and learning adaptive ambient behavior based on semi-supervised learning algorithms that uses
user feedback to learn a generalized reward function.
We presented some preliminary results based on simulated data. These promising results prove
the importance of detecting important attributes for each action. We are currently running more
experiments in our the Douai living lab to validate our approach and architecture in a real environment.
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